INTRODUCTION
An acyclic digraph is a directed graph containing no directed cycles. Let A be the number of acyclic digraphs with n labeled vertices and q un"&beled edges. In [l] it was shown that THEOREM 1. Let E > 0 be given and suppose q = q(n) satisfies EN < q < ( 1 -E) N for all large n, where N = (;). Let C,,, be the number of (weakly) connected acyclic digraphs with n labeled vertices and q unlabeled edges. Let an,q and c,,~ be the corresponding enumerators for acyclic digraphs with unlabeled vertices. Methods for computing the exact values of an,q and c,,~ were obtained in [2] . The purpose of this paper is to prove THEOREM 2. Let E > 0 be given and suppose q = q(n) satisfies EN < q < (1 -E) N for all large II. Then A %4 -C,,, -n! an,q -n! c,,~.
(1.2)
COROLLARY. c, A,,., -c, C,,, -n! C, an,q -n! C, c,,~, These results follow the same pattern as for ordinary graphs. However, the methods of proof are much less direct. The exact results in [2] were not suitable as a point of departure. Instead, properties of the tower construction for acyclic digraphs introduced in [l] are combined with Burnside's lemma, the asymptotic estimates in Theorem 1, and a method due to Wright to prove A,,, in! an,q in the next section. The arguments that are used in Section 3 to prove A,,, -C,,, and an,q -c,,~ are more standard. The corollary is proved in Section 4. Throughout, C denotes a positive constant, possibly dependent on E, and not necessarily the same at each appearance. Also N = (;) throughout.
UNLABELED ACYCLIC DIGRAPHS
We assume familiarity with Section 4 of [ 11. Let w be a permutation of { 1, . . . . We will use the ideas of Wright [4, Sect. 41 to show that (2.2) Cl =&L,,). Since E <q/N< 1 -8, it follows from (2.5) that b is bounded above by P(E) < 1 for all T with g(T) < n1.2. Let o acting on { 1, . . . . n} have n -a fixed points. There are at most (z) a! < n" such w. An edge counted by E is fixed if and only if both ends are fixed because the edge is directed. Thus P, 6 (";") and so, for a 3n/3 and n large, since a(n-a)+(;)=a(n-(a+ 1)/2)>an/3 and /z(T)<Cur~~-~ by (2.5). Now suppose a < n/3. The number of edges counted by E and having exactly one fixed end is at least a(n-a-max(b,-, +bi+b,+,))aan/4 I by (2.5). Thus 
CONNECTED ACYCLIC DIGRAPHS
We will prove C,,, u A,,, and then indicate the minor changes needed to prove c,,~ -sq.
To construct an unlabeled acyclic digraph we can take a set of n linearly ordered points and connect them with q edges where each edge is oriented toward the lower point. This leads to redundant constructions so The corollary follows easily.
